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Unfortunately this month many of

our students and teachers were

forced to leave after they received

their second rejection . They live

with the uncertainty of what they

will do and where they can go .

 At this point , there are no clear
legal procedures to appeal the

decision of second rejection or to

find a legal way to leave the Island .

SITUATION  ON  LESVOS SITUATION  IN  ATHENS

GENERAL  UPDATES

Last month we already wrote in the monthly report that the Greek

government starts to build walls around the camps in Greece . Most of the

walls are finished now , creating the image of closed camps . Members of the

European Parliament as well as Advocacy organizations have denounced the

situation and called upon the European Union to stop supporting this .

However , nothing has been done up until now . 

June 21st was International Refugee Day , on this occasion we posted 

 information from our partner Fenix legal aid about the numbers of asylum

seekers and refugees , where they are receiving their status and why it is so

important that they receive international protection .

In June , the Greek Ministry of Migration and Asylum presented a new joint

Ministerial Decision which recognises Turkey as a safe third country for

people coming from Pakistan , Afghanistan , Syria , Bangladesh and Somalia .

We are worried about the possible consequences this can have for increased

deportations , and we already hear a lot of rumours about deportations from

the Greek islands to Turkey , however none of them have been confirmed . 

The Greek Ministry of Migration and Asylym announced that there will be

cuts in financial assistance for all asylum seekers who are not housed in

facilities run by the Minstry or its partners as of July 1st , 2021 . This means

that many families , men and women , who now live in their own

accomodation will no longer receive the support and many of them will

probably won 't be able to stay and llive by their own means in the city .

On Lesvos there were 58 new arrivals and 2237 transfers this month , the

total refugee population on Lesvos is now around 5200 people . In June

Aegean Boat Report have registered 45 pushback cases in the Aegean Sea ,

involving 1098 children , women and men who tried to reach safety in

Europe .

The fact that many people have to

leave from the islands , as they fear

to be deported back to Turkey , has

direct consequences on the number

of people on the mainland . Many

people can 't find a house and have to  

live illegaly in the camps surrounding

Athens . 



Martial arts

37.5%

Bodybuilding

17.2%

Running

8.6%

Field sports

19.4%

Parkour

2.2%

Women Sports

8.6%

Yoga

6.5%

MEN

81.8%

WOMEN

18.2%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per day :

THE  PROJECT  IN  NUMBERS

LESVOS

18

18

420

280

Division of students over the different projects : Number of men/women 
in the projects:

- 1

+ 0

- 40

- 25

Compared to
last month

280 students
practicing  daily

18 sports offered 
(gym, yoga tent,

Mytilini)

7  volunteers
2 coordinators

18 community
coaches

It is getting more and more
difficult to involve women in
the Lesvos project. That is
why we are now developing
some specific projects for
women sports on Lesvos



Martial arts

30.8%

Bodybuilding

25.6%

Zumba

10.3%

Running

7.7%

Yoga

7.7%

Women fitness

10.3%

MEN

61.5%

WOMEN

38.5%

THE  PROJECT  IN  NUMBERS

ATHENS

Division of students over the different projects : Number of men/women 
in the projects:

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per day :

10

11

300

210

+ 3

+ 2

+ 50

+ 30

Compared to
last month

11 community
coaches

210 students
practicing  daily

11 sports offered 
 (park and gym)

3 coordinators
2 volunteers

In Athens the women sports
are more and more popular
and also many women are
joining the mixed activities!



The authorities of the camp are not always allowing our students to go outside
even thought they carry their cards , using the excuse of Covid-19 ,

Many of our students and teachers have left to the mainland after receiving a

second rejection.

This month there were less students coming to our activities than normally . This is

mainly due to two important reasons : 

1 .

2 .

We changed the registration system again and provide all our students with papers

stating in detail when , and where there classes take place and what is the reason

they have to attend the classes . We hope that this will allow them more easily to go

out of the camp .  

We officially started collaborating with Fenix , MSF , Intersos and MVI . They refer
patients to us of which they believe doing sports will be important for their mental
and physical health. 

We had the pleasure to host a circus workshop given by CABUWAZI for 3 days in the

gym . Our teams had a lot of fun while they were learning new things that they never

tried before ! CABUWAZI will come back in September to set up a permanent circus

and we will collaborate to see if some of our students could become teachers in their

circus for kids . 

The Yoga tent in OHF has finally reopened ! Thanks to the fundraiser done by our

dear volunteer Kirstine , we were able to get more swimming equipment . We hope to

be able to offer more swimming classes very soon . 

We have been approached by a Dutch Organisation called Let's Keep The Ball
Flying who wants to support us in offering more volleyball classes , and more

specifically to women from the camp . We hope to be able to start this summer !

LESVOS  



Let 's start with some good and sad news at the same time : Ali , our coordinator in

Athens , left to Germany with his family at the end of the month ! We wish him all

the best , and we know he will keep the spirit of YSR high wherever he goes ! We
will miss you Ali!

We have some changes in the teacher team: Sharif and Aziz will start in July to

be bodybuilding coaches , Wahid will start teaching wrestling and Jawed will be our

first judo coach in Athens . Both Wahid , Aziz and Jawed were coaches on Lesvos

before . We also have a new boxing coach , Ahmad .

We are very proud of both Sohaila and Majid who participated and won in the

Muay Thai Hellenic Championship! 

Aref , our coordinator , as well as Khair , our parkour teacher , are both registered in a

taekwondo gym in Athens and Hamid , our kickboxing teacher , is now training in a

K1/Kickboxing gym . These are real steps to promote more integration with the

local population . 

On the 26th , in the middle of a huge heat wave , a 5K running competition  was

organised in Pedion Tou Areos park by the Athenian Runners Club . Our running

coach Morteza finished first and Yahyaa was second ! Estelle finished second in the

women category ! 

Estelle was in Athens in the last week of June to organise a training with GAME
Denmark : they provided football and dance workshops for our students to improve

their leadership and teamwork skills . 

ATHENS

IOANNINA
Miren Zubeldia is on her way to Ioannina to support Habibi Works on the ground

for a month ! She has been volunteering with us quite a few times and has been 

 organising Zoom presentations to students in the Basque Country to explain about

YSR and the refugee situation in Europe .

At the moment , we are trying to find a long term coordinator while Habibi Works

team is looking into finding more teachers to start the fulltime sports program . 

The bouldering wall is now complete and the classes have started



PICTURE  TIME

GAME training in Athens

Bodybuilding Athens

Saturday long run Lesvos

Stadium running Athens

Long run Lesvos

Football

Bodybuilding Lesvos

Photocredits: Giacomo Sini



THE  SCHEDULES

LESVOS  

ATHENS  



Swimming equipment from Denmark

Income

Our total income this month : 3 .937 (-3 .439)

Income general donations : 777 (-2 .335)

Income from volunteer house : 250 (-875)

Support from Three Peas : 400 (+0)

KONFRONT (rent): 0 (-20)

Monthly donors : 60 (+0) 

OHF support : 550 

Montcada Solidaria : 800

UTV : 1100

Income per category: 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

GENERAL  FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Volunteer house
6.5%

Website
13.6%

OHF
14.4%

Monthly
1.6%

Transfer
49.6%

Three Peas
10.4%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 10 .296 6 .377

(+3 .919)

Expenses Lesvos : 5 .375 (+2 .860) 

Expenses Athens : 2 .560 (+795)

General expenses : 2 .361 (+264)

Expenses per category: 

Equipment Lesvos
33.6%

Housing
20.7%

Gym Athens
13.9%

Human Resources
12.6%

Travel
6.9%

Equipment Athens
6.3%

Gym Lesvos
3%

Teacher support
0.9%

General Fundraising Update
We did a very successful swimming

frundraiser that raised over 3000

euros . Besides Susy raised over 1000

euros for us with her marathon . This

money all still needs to be received .

Montcada Solidaria supported us

with another 800 euros and also the

study association of Nina 's sister

raised 1100 euros with a running

event . There is a lot of work in the

fundraising going on , and we hope

to have the results soon . 

Explanation of Expenses
We spend a lot of money buying new

equipment and really having everything

in place for our students in the gyms .

However , there is money planned to

come in for this but we didn 't receive it

yet . Generally we are waiting for many

donations to come in and the results of

many funding applications . We are with

good hopes that next month we will

have some positive updates about this !

Important to note is that some big

expenses were made in the end of June ,

so they will come in the July accounting

(teacher support Athens , Lesvos).



Jawed (Judo)

Hayatullah (volleybal)

Ali (bodybuilding)

Ehsan (Kung Fu/Boxing)

Mahdi (dancing)

Zaki (yoga)

Rachidou (bodybuilding)

Navid (boxing)

Habib (boxing)

Aghil (Kung Fu)

Mahdi (Muay Thai)

Zia (Parkour)

Nassim (Karate)

Yadullah (yoga)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Jalil (Judo)

Mahmood (Swimming)

Aman (Football)

Jawad (Football)

Rajab (volleyball)

Leo (climbing)

Nina (running)

Sharif & Aziz (bodybuilding)
Sohaila (Fitness women)

Aref (taekwando)

Ahmad (boxing)
Morteza (running)

Mohadese (yoga)

Hamid (Muay Tai)

Nasrin (Zumba)

Mohammad (Parkour)

Wahid (wrestling)

Update on teachers 

Current teaching team : 

Left Lesvos :

Left Athens :

Lesvos : 

Athens : Social media

Facebook (YSR)
Total likes : 3 .261 (+27) 

Total followers : 3 .523 (+28)

Total posts : 10 (+1)

Instagram (YSR)
Total followers : 3 .027 (+70)

Total posts : 12 (+0)

Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes :  606 (+13)

Total followers : 646 (+13)

Total posts : 2 (-1)

Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers : 607 (+31)

Total posts : 4 (-3)

Arjen

Kirstine

Abbas

Nabiullah

Aref

Nina

Romane

Update on volunteers 

Coordinators : Miren , Aisling , Aref ,

Ali , Soheyla .

The volunteers in June :

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

Infomigrants

El pais

Revue (upon request)

Die Fürche (upon request)

Publications

The story of Giacomo and Dario so far

got publsihed in :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoMQqRynbWE&t=10s
https://elpais.com/elpais/2021/06/18/album/1624009229_767322.html


We have used this month to update and
reformulate our Theory of Change

UPDATE  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES
QUICK  SUMMARY

Impact

Outputs

Activities

Outcomes

Purpose
Empower refugees to believe in
themselves, their dreams, and their goals

Improved
mental and

physical well-
being

 

Improved
employability

& future
chances 

 

Everlasting
friendships

and
connections

 

More
independence
and confidence

for women
 

Sports open to
everyone,
taught by
refugees

 

A safe space
for people to
exercise and

meet

Coordinators,
Trainers and

teachers from the
refugee

community
 

20 different
kinds of

sports & yoga

Our own
locations in
Athens and
on Lesvos

 

Intensive skills
building program
for coordinators

and teachers

Specific
sports for

women
 

Bridging gaps
between

people with
different

backgrounds
 

Integration
in the new

society

Women
teachers

&
coordinat

ors
 

Women
joining
mixed

activities
 

More
women

joining our
activities

 

Safe
space

for
women

Skills
developm
ent for the
long term

 

Improved
(financial)

independen
ce of

teachers
and trainers

Inclusive
environ
ment

 

All interconnected



Gibril
Bodybuilding student in the Lesvos gym

 

"Since I started in the gym I feel so relieved.
The gym is very important it keeps me fit
frees my mind. I get physical and mental
fitness there. I feel so good when m in the
gym. I met with nice people who bring
smiles on my face, they are so nice to me
and there is a good fitness system, enough
materials that can keep a person fit. I thank
you once again for the good support that
you are providing."

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COMMUNITY

Abbas
K1 kickboxing student Athens

Former Muay Thai student Lesvos

 

"My condition is very difficult, but when I
exercise, my motivation increases. I am
much more interested in sports now than
before. Now sport is a big goal in my life."



WITH  THANKS  TO  OUR  PARTNERS:

HABIBI Refugym VidMob

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

IPF

Three Peas

LAVA KONFRONT LessTalkAthletics Spanos

Free movement

skateboarding MVI MSF FENIX

INTERSOS


